
Getting Started Guide





Security at Your 
Fingertips.
Stratocast™ is a cloud-based video surveillance system that 

provides you with access to live and recorded video that is easily 

accessible from your laptop, tablet or smartphone. As video is 

stored in the cloud, recordings are safe from hardware defects 

and physical damage and can easily be accessed from anywhere. 

Stratocast allows you to monitor multiple cameras, zoom-in 

on points of interest, and playback recorded video to review 

incidents and key events.

This guide will give you a quick overview of the features that are 

available in Stratocast.



Home page 
Visit app.stratocast.com from a web browser to log into your 

Stratocast account . The home page is your starting point for all 

of your monitoring needs. You’ll find a list of all the latest updates 

and tips on the Home page.

Page links to different functions:

Home: Go to the home page.

View: Monitor your cameras in real time and watch 
playback video.

Investigate: View bookmarked video of events that 
you’ve saved.

Vault: View your exported video clips and download 
them to your local system.

Configurations: View camera settings, add users to your 
Stratocast account and manage privacy settings.

Taskbar: Manage preferences, switch accounts and switch 
accounts and links for support and online help.
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View page 
Monitor live video and review recordings of cameras on your 

system.

Tile pattern: Switch the tile pattern layout to view a single 
camera or up to 9 feeds concurrently.

Search box: Search for cameras in your system.

Camera list: Select cameras by dragging them to the tile 
pane.
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Camera Zoom and 
Focus
To get a better view of a scene, you can zoom in on the video that 

is displayed in a tile, regardless of whether you are using fixed or 

Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras.

Digital Zoom:  Focus on a specific portion of the video.

Picture-in-Picture:  Thumbnail view of the selected focus region.

Title Size:  Expand or minimize the tile size.
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Timeline:  Drag the timeline bar to locate recorded video and events.

Time Search: Click the calendar icon to search for a specific time  
         and date.

Search for Videos 
Review recorded video by searching for the specific date and 

time.
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Add bookmarks 
If you see something worth noting, you can add a bookmark to 

the video that you are watching, so that you can review it later.

Add Bookmark:  Click the bookmark icon to tag and event  
                of interest.
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Review Bookmarks
Search and review all bookmarked video from the Investigate Tab.

Review Bookmark

Review in Monitoring Tab

Download Bookmark

Bookmark Filters

Sort Bookmarks

Bookmark Time Bookmark Description

Source Camera Clear Filters
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Save and Export 
Video Clips
Permanently save video clips for further review by sending them 

to the Vault. You can also download video clips to your local drive, 

in order to view them in media players, such as Windows Media 

Player.

Export Video:  Select a bookmark and click the icon to 
download to your computer.
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Download Video
The Vault page stores all of the exported video that are ready to 

download. Video in the vault can be stored for future review. Up 

to  1GB of video can be saved.
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Download Clip

Replay Clip

Change File Description

Search All Clips
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Manage your 
personal preferences 
To change the language of the user interface or enable camera-

related notifications, you can change your personal preferences 

once your Stratocast account is active.

administrat ive func t ions



Restrict access to 
your video 
If you do not want your Stratocast reseller or Genetec personnel 

to view your cameras or export video, you can restrict access to 

your Stratocast portal and then re-establish access when you 

need technical support.



Login to Stratocast 
from your mobile 
phone
Create your mobile authentication key 

To authenticate your identity and connect to the Stratocast 

mobile app from all of your mobile devices, you can create a 

mobile authentication key in your Stratocast portal.

mobile app overview

Monitor live and recorded video of all cameras associated to your 

Stratocast account.
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Quickly make note of important events using the bookmark 

feature (    ).

View your cameras wherever you go by login in from your Android, 

iOS and Windows mobile devices.
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Add Bookmark Live View

Take Snapshot Expand/Minimize Tile

Replay: Hold down to select playback time 
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Save Bookmark



Learn more at Stratocast.com
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